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. Part 2 - Divine Lovers. His movie '1' features. Arjun’s song 'Chikku
Topi', shot on location in . All videos and songs posted on this website
are copyrighted to their respective owners and artists and are
provided here as a index or reference for students, scholars,
reviewers, researchers and fans of Telugu film music & movies.Q:
Retrieve data when field is added to array in PostgreSQL I am new in
Postgres (pgAdmin3), working with Python. I have this situation: I
have a table where the "id" field is the primary key. When you insert a
new row, the previous row id, is saved in an array named "ids". The
array is always with one or more value. For example: [2] 5 [1] 3 From
time to time, I would like to get the data based on id field. If I have the
id 2 I want to get all the row that belongs to this id. I have a function
that return a cursor with all the data. It's working properly when the
"id" field is not in the "ids" array. I am trying to implement my
function with this code, but don't know what should I do with the "ids"
array: def read_data(id_user): query = """ SELECT * FROM table
WHERE id = %d; """ cursor = conn.cursor() cursor.execute(query,
id_user) return cursor ids = [] def add_id_to_array():
ids.append(id_user) return id_user def get_data(id_user): query = """
SELECT * FROM table WHERE id in ( %d ) and user_id = %d; """
cursor = conn.cursor() cursor.execute(query, ids, id_user) return
cursor conn = psql.connect(user
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